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HYPER-POSITIVE DEFINITE FUNCTIONS I: SCALAR CASE,
BRANCHING-TYPE STATIONARY STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
YANQI QIU AND ZIPENG WANG
Abstract. We propose a definition of branching-type stationary stochastic processes
on rooted trees and related definitions of hyper-positivity for functions on the unit cir-
cle and functions on the set of non-negative integers. We then obtain (1) a necessary
and sufficient condition on a rooted tree for the existence of non-trivial branching-type
stationary stochastic processes on it, (2) a complete criterion of the hyper-positive func-
tions in the setting of rooted homogeneous trees in terms of a variant of the classical
Herglotz-Bochner Theorem, (3) a prediction theory result for branching-type stationary
stochastic processes.
As an unexpected application, we obtain natural hypercontractive inequalities for
Hankel operators with hyper-positive symbols.
1. Introduction
1.1. Branching-type stationary stochastic processes on rooted trees. In this
paper, we propose a definition of branching-type stationary stochastic processes (abbr.
branching-type SSP) on rooted trees. One of our main results is the full classification of
such new processes on rooted homogeneous trees.
e = root vertex
τ
σ
δ
Figure 1: Examples of rooted geodesic rays in T2 (blue ray and red ray)
Let T be the set of vertices of an infinite rooted tree with a distinguished vertex e ∈ T
(called the root of the tree). T is equipped with the usual graph distance d(·, ·). In what
follows, we always make the following assumption.
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Assumption on T : the rooted tree T has no leaves, that is, any vertex of T has at least
one descendant.
There is a natural partial order 4 on T making the root the smallest element: two
vertices of T are comparable if and only if they are in the same rooted geodesic ray
and we say σ1 4 σ2 if two vertices σ1, σ2 ∈ T are in the same rooted geodesic ray with
d(σ1, e) ≤ d(σ2, e). For instance, in Figure 1, the vertices σ, δ are comparable with σ 4 δ
while the vertices τ, δ are non-comparable.
Before giving the definition of branching-type stationary stochastic processes on T , we
first briefly recall the classical weak stationary stochastic processes (abbr. SSP) on the set
N = {0, 1, 2, · · · } of non-negative integers : a mean-zero stochastic process X = (Xn)n∈N
on N is called weak stationary if all the random variables Xn admit finite second moments
and the covariance Cov(Xn, Xn+k) = E(XnXn+k), for any n, k ∈ N, is independent of n.
By the well-known Herglotz-Bochner Theorem, any SSP X = (Xn)n∈N on N admits a
spectral measure, denoted by νX , on the unit circle T = R/2πZ which is the unique
positive Radon measure on T characterized by the formula
Cov(Xn, Xn+k) = ν̂X(k) =
∫
T
e−ikθdνX(θ), ∀n, k ∈ N.(1.1)
Set
∂T :=
{
ξ
∣∣∣ξ is a geodesic ray in T starting from the root}.
Note that, each rooted geodesic ray ξ ∈ ∂T can be canonically identified with the set N.
Definition 1.1 (Branching-type SSP). A mean-zero square-integrable stochastic process
(Xσ)σ∈T on T is called a branching-type SSP if
• Restricted on every rooted geodesic ray ξ ∈ ∂T , we have a classical stationary
stochastic process Xξ := (Xσ)σ∈ξ, by identifying canonically the subset ξ ⊂ T
with the set N.
• The family of these stationary stochastic processes Xξ, ξ ∈ ∂T share a common
spectral measure. That is,
νXξ = νXξ′ , ∀ξ, ξ′ ∈ ∂T.(1.2)
• For any pair of non-comparable vertices σ, τ ∈ T , the random variables Xσ, Xτ
are un-correlated. That is,
Cov(Xσ, Xτ) = 0, for all non-comparable σ, τ ∈ T .(1.3)
We define the spectral measure µX of a branching-type SSP X = (Xσ)σ∈T the common
spectral measure in (1.2). That is,
µX := νXξ , ∀ξ ∈ ∂T.(1.4)
Clearly, given a rooted tree T , all the spectral information is carried on its spectral
measure. Note also that any branching-type SSP (Xσ)σ∈T on T has a Gaussian version
(Yσ)σ∈T , namely, (Yσ)σ∈T is a centered Gaussian process on T such that
Cov(Yσ, Yτ) = Cov(Xσ, Xτ), ∀σ, τ ∈ T.
In particular, in the case of Gaussian branching-type SSP, the condition (1.3) for (Yσ)σ∈T
becomes the condition that Yσ and Yτ are independent for any pair of non-comparable
σ, τ ∈ T .
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A trivial example of branching-type SSP on T is the i.i.d. centered Gaussian process
on T . We say that a branching-type SSP on T is non-trivial if there exists a pair (σ, δ) of
vertices of T such that Cov(Xσ, Xδ) 6= 0.
Theorem 1.1 (General rooted trees). There exists a non-trivial branching-type SSP on
T if and only if T is of uniformly bounded valence (i.e., there is a uniform bound on the
number of edges adjacent to all vertices of T ).
The existence of non-trivial branching-type SSP on a rooted tree with uniformly bounded
valence will be proved by embedding this tree into a rooted homogeneous one and we
then use the following complete criterion (Theorem 1.2) for the spectral measure of a
branching-type SSP on a rooted homogeneous tree.
For any q ≥ 2, let Tq denote the set of vertices of the rooted q-homogeneous tree
(see Figure 1 for the picture of the rooted 2-homogeneous tree). We have the following
necessary and sufficient condition for a measure on T to be the spectral measure of a
branching-type SSP on Tq.
Recall that for any r ∈ (0, 1), the Poisson convolution Pr∗µ of a positive Radon measure
µ is defined by
(Pr ∗ µ)(eiθ) :=
∫
T
Pr(e
i(θ−θ′))dµ(θ′),
where Pr : T→ R+ is the Poisson kernel at the point r ∈ D given by
Pr(e
iθ) =
1
2π
∑
n∈Z
r|n|einθ =
1
2π
1− r2
|1− reiθ|2 .(1.5)
Theorem 1.2 (Rooted homogeneous trees). Let q ≥ 2 be an integer. A measure ν on T
is the spectral measure of a branching-type SSP on Tq if and only if there exists a positive
Radon measure µ on T such that
ν = P1/√q ∗ µ.
Theorem 1.2 has the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 1.3. Let q ≥ 2 be an integer. The spectral measure of any branching-type
SSP on Tq is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on T and the
corresponding Radon-Nikodym derivative is real-analytic.
Corollary 1.3 has the following extension. Given a rooted tree T and any integer n ≥ 1,
define
∆n(T ) := sup
σ∈T
#
{
δ ∈ T
∣∣∣σ 4 δ and d(σ, δ) = n}.
In other words, ∆n(T ) is the maximal number of n-th descendants for a vertex in T .
Proposition 1.4. Suppose that
∞∑
n=1
1
∆n(T )
<∞.(1.6)
Then the spectral measure of any branching-type SSP on T is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Lebesgue measure m on T and the corresponding Radon-Nikodym derivative
is in L2(T, m).
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1.2. Branching-type SSP as extension of one-dimensional SSP. One can look at
the branching-type SSP from another point of view which we now describe.
Given two index sets I, J with I ⊂ J . We say a stochastic process (Xi)i∈I is the
restriction of (or can be embedded into) another stochastic process (Yj)j∈J if
Xi = Yi, ∀i ∈ I.
If a stochastic process (Xi)i∈I can be embedded into another stochastic process (Yj)j∈J ,
we will also say that (Yj)j∈J is an extension of (Xi)i∈I .
The study of branching-type SSP is then related to the problem of embedding a classical
SSP into a stochastic process with a particular structure on a tree. More precisely, we
can formulate the following problem.
Problem 1 (Embedding of SSP). Consider a classical weak stationary stochastic process
(Xn)n∈N on N and a rooted tree T without leaves. Choose any rooted geodesic ray ξ ∈ ∂T .
By writing ξ = (σn)n∈N, we define a stochastic process Xξ indexed by the vertices in ξ by
Xξσn := Xn, ∀n ∈ N.
Under which condition on the spectral measure of (Xn)n∈N and the rooted tree T can the
process Xξ be embedded into a branching-type SSP on T ?
For the rooted homogeneous tree, Theorem 1.2 gives the complete solution of Problem
1. For other rooted tree, Problem 1 could be very complicated. Theorem 1.5 below shows
that even for very simple trees, Problem 1 may have a non-trivial solution.
For any positive integer q ≥ 2, let T (q; 1) denote the rooted tree such that the root
vertex has exactly q-descendants and all the other vertices have exactly 1-descendant.
e
Figure 2: T (2; 1)
Remark 1.1. Note that although we can identify naturally the set T (2; 1) with the set Z,
the partial order on T (2; 1) is different from the usual order on Z.
Theorem 1.5. For q ≥ 2, a positive Radon measure µ is the spectral measure of a
branching-type SSP on T (q; 1) if and only if
exp
(∫
T
log
(dµac
dm
)
dm
)
≥
(
1− 1
q
)
µ(T),(1.7)
where µac is the absolutely continuous part of µ with respect to the normalized Haar
measure dm on T.
The condition (1.7) implies in particular that dµac
dm
(θ) > 0, a.e. and thus any spec-
tral measure of a branching-type SSP on T (q; 1) must have full support on T. For the
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absolutely continuous positive Radon measures on T with density function ϕ ≥ 0, the
condition (1.7) reads as
exp
(∫
T
logϕ
)
≥
(
1− 1
q
)∫
T
ϕ,(1.8)
which can be viewed as an inverse Jensen-inequality with a multiplicative constant (here
and after, the notation for the integral
∫
T
ϕdm is simplified as
∫
T
ϕ). By an elementary
computation, if ϕ = a1A + b1T\A with m(A) = 1/2 and a > 0, b > 0, then ϕ satisfies the
condition (1.8) if and only if
q − 1
q +
√
2q − 1 ≤
a
b
≤ q +
√
2q − 1
q − 1 .
One can easily check that if g : T→ R satisfies
‖g‖∞ ≤ 1
2
log
( q
q − 1
)
,
then the function ϕ = eg satisfies the condition (1.8).
Remark 1.2. Theorem 1.5 implies that if an integrable function ϕ ≥ 0 satisfies the strict
inequality
exp
(∫
T
logϕ
)
>
(
1− 1
q
)∫
T
ϕ,
then for any singular positive Radon measure µs on T such that
µs(T) ≤
exp
(∫
T
logϕ
)
1− 1/q −
∫
T
ϕ,
the measure µ := ϕdm+ µs is the spectral measure of a branching-type SSP on T (q; 1).
That is, in contrary to the case of the rooted q-homogeneous trees Tq, the spectral measure
of a branching-type SSP on T (q; 1) could have a non-trivial singular part.
Remark 1.3. For any integer q ≥ 2, since T (q; 1) is a sub-rooted-tree of the rooted q-
homogeneous tree Tq, Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.5 implies in particular that for any
probability measure µ on T, we have∫
T
log(P1/√q ∗ µ) ≥ log(1− 1/q).
The above inequality can also be proved directly (we omit the details) and has the fol-
lowing generalization: for any probability measure µ on T and any r ∈ (0, 1),∫
T
log(Pr ∗ µ) ≥ log(1− r2).
For strong stationary stochastic processes (abbr. SSSP), one can study similar embed-
ding problem. Therefore, we give the following definition.
Definition 1.2 (Branching-type SSSP). A stochastic process (Xσ)σ∈T on T is called a
branching-type SSSP if
• Restricted on every rooted geodesic ray ξ ∈ ∂T , we have a classical strong station-
ary stochastic process Xξ := (Xσ)σ∈ξ, by identifying canonically the subset ξ ⊂ T
with the set N.
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• The family of these strong stationary stochastic processes Xξ, ξ ∈ ∂T share a
common distribution. That is, for any pair (ξ, ξ′) of rooted geodesic rays, by using
the natural identifications ξ ≃ N ≃ ξ′, we have
(Xσ)σ∈ξ
d
= (Xσ′)σ′∈ξ′.
• For any pair of non-comparable vertices σ, τ ∈ T , the random variables Xσ, Xτ
are independent.
Remark 1.4. Note that in the definition of branching-type SSSP, we do not require the in-
tegrability of the processes. Note also that the joint distribution of a branching-type SSSP
in general can not be determined by the common distribution of this process restricted
on a rooted geodesic ray.
Problem 2 (Embedding of SSSP). Consider a classical strong stationary stochastic pro-
cess (Xn)n∈N on N and a rooted tree T . Choose any rooted geodesic ray ξ ∈ ∂T . By
writing ξ = (σn)n∈N, we define a stochastic process Xξ indexed by ξ by
Xξσn := Xn, ∀n ∈ N.
Under which condition on the distribution of (Xn)n∈N and the rooted tree T can the
process Xξ be embedded into a branching-type SSSP on T ?
Clearly, for centered Gaussian SSP, Problem 2 is reduced to Problem 1. Assume that
(Xσ)σ∈T is a branching-type SSSP on T which is a Gaussian process. Then for any
measurable function F : C → C, the stochastic process (F (Xσ))σ∈T is a branching-type
SSSP. Except for this simple construction from Gaussian processes, in general, it is not
obvious how to construct a natural non-trivial branching-type SSSP. In a forthcoming
paper, we will construct a natural family of determinantal point processes on certain
rooted trees which are braching-type SSSP.
1.3. Hyper-positive definite functions: outline of the proof of Theorem 1.2. It is
convenient for us to identity Tq with the unital free semi-group F
+
q on generators s1, · · · , sq.
The neutral element of F+q will be denoted e. For any element σ = si1si2 · · · sin ∈ F+q , we
set |σ| = n and by convention, we set |e| = 0. The natural partial order on Tq is then the
same as the partial order  on F+q described as follows: for any σ, δ ∈ F+q ,
σ  δ ⇐⇒ δ = σw for some w ∈ F+q .
Our proof of Theorem 1.2 relies on a variant of Herglotz-Bochner Theorem. First
recall the classical Herglotz-Bochner Theorem. For any set Σ, we say that a kernel
K : Σ×Σ→ C is positive definite if for each k ∈ N, each choice of elements σ1, · · · , σk ∈ Σ,
the matrix [K(σi, σj)]1≤i,j≤k is non-negative definite. A function α : N → C is called
positive definite, if the associated Toeplitz kernel T (N)α : N × N → C is positive definite,
where T (N)α is the kernel defined by
T (N)α (k, ℓ) := α(k − ℓ), k, ℓ ∈ N,(1.9)
where we use the following convention:
α(−n) := α(n), for n ≥ 1.
The classical Herglotz-Bochner Theorem (cf. Bochner [1, Theorem 3.2.3]) says that any
positive definite function on N is the restriction of the Fourier series on N of a unique
positive Radon measure on the circle.
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Note that a function α : N → C is positive definite if and only if there exists a SSP
X = (Xn)n∈N on N with spectral measure νX satisfying
α(k) = ν̂X(k), ∀k ∈ N.
Definition 1.3. Let q ≥ 2 be an integer. A function α : N→ C is called q-hyper-positive
definite (abbr. q-HPD) if there exists a branching-type SSP X = (Xσ)σ∈Tq on Tq with
spectral measure µX defined in (1.4) such that
α(k) = µ̂X(k), k ∈ N.
We shall use the equivalent definition of q-HPD functions in Lemma 1.6 below.
Given any function α : N→ C, we define a branching-Toeplitz kernel T (F+q )α on F+q by
T (F+q )α (σ, δ) :=

α(|w|); if δ = σw for some w ∈ F+q
α(|w|); if σ = δw for some w ∈ F+q
0; otherwise
(1.10)
Remark 1.5. Our definition (1.10) of Toeplitz type kernel is slightly different from Popescu
[6] in that we do not require the condition K(e, e) = 1 and different from Popescu [7] in
that we add the additional requirement K(σ, δ) = 0 for non-comparable pair (σ, δ).
Clearly, by the definition of branching-type SSP, we have
Lemma 1.6. Let q ≥ 2 be an integer. A function α : N→ C is q-HPD if and only if the
branching-Toeplitz kernel T (F+q )α on F+q defined in (1.10) is positive definite, or equivalently,
there exists a branching-type SSP (Xσ)σ∈F+q on F
+
q with
Cov(Xσ, Xδ) = E(XσXδ) = T (F
+
q )
α (σ, δ), σ, δ ∈ F+q .(1.11)
In general, it is difficult to determine whether a given branching-Toeplitz kernel on F+q
is positive definite or not. Even the existence of non-identically zero q-HPD functions is
not immediately obvious. The key example of non-trivial q-HPD function βq : N → R is
provided in the following
Lemma 1.7. Let q ≥ 2 be an integer and define
βq(n) = q
−n/2, n ∈ N.(1.12)
Then the function βq is q-HPD.
In §2 below, we will present three different proofs of Lemma 1.7, all of which have their
own interests: 1) the first proof is based on a beautiful result of Boz˙ejko [2] on Markov
product of positive definite kernels on union of two sets (see also [8] for an alternative
proof of this result); 2) the second probabilistic proof is based on explicit constructions of
Gaussian processes indexed by F+q and on the self-similar structure of the Cayley graph
of F+q ; 3) the third proof is direct and uses the natural Cantor measure on the boundary
∂Tq of the rooted tree Tq.
All q-HPD functions are given by the following
Theorem 1.8 (Herglotz-Bochner Theorem for q-HPD functions). A function α : N→ C
is q-HPD if and only if the function
N ∋ n 7→ qn/2α(n) ∈ C
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is positive definite on N. Therefore, α is q-HPD if and only if there exists a positive
Radon measure ν on T such that
α(n) = q−n/2ν̂(n) = q−n/2 ·
∫
T
e−inθdν(θ), n ∈ N.
Theorem 1.8 implies that any q-HPD function α : N→ C has an exponential decay:
|α(n)| ≤ α(0)q−n/2, n ∈ N.(1.13)
In Theorem 1.8, the positive measure ν is uniquely determined by the q-HPD function
α. In what follows, for emphasizing the dependence of α, we will denote by να the measure
determined by a q-HPD function. Thus we have
ν̂α(n) = q
n/2α(n), n ∈ N.(1.14)
1.4. Hyper-positive functions on the circle.
Definition 1.4. An integrable function ϕ : T → C is called q-hyper-positive (abbr.
q-HP), if the function N ∋ n 7→ ϕ̂(n) is q-HPD.
Theorem 1.8 now implies the following criterion of q-HP functions.
Theorem 1.9 (Criterion of q-HP functions). A function ϕ : T→ C is q-HP if and only
if there exists a positive Radon measure µ on T such that ϕ = P1/√q ∗ µ. Moreover, the
positive measure µ is uniquely determined by ϕ.
Theorem 1.9 implies in particular that any q-HP function is real-analytic and is associ-
ated with a unique q-HPD function α on N via the formula:
ϕα(θ) =
∑
n∈Z
α(n)einθ, where α(−n) := α(n) for any n ∈ N.(1.15)
1.5. A prediction theory of branching-type SSP. For any branching-type SSP X =
(Xσ)σ∈F+q on F
+
q (or equivalently on Tq), using the classical Szego¨ First Theorem, we will
compute
dL2
(
Xe, span
L2
{
Xσ : σ ∈ F+q \ {e}
})
,
the L2-distance from Xe to the closed linear span by all random variables Xσ with σ ∈
F+q \ {e} in the L2 space of the underlying probability space.
Theorem 1.10. Let (Xσ)σ∈F+q be a branching-type SSP on F
+
q with spectral measure µX .
Let α : N → C be the corresponding q-HPD function on N such that the equality (1.11)
is satisfied. Let να be the unique positive Radon measure on T determined by (1.14) and
write the Lebesgue decomposition
dνα(θ) = wα(θ)dm(θ) + dν
s
α(θ),(1.16)
where m is the normalized Haar measure on T. Then
dL2
(
Xe, span
L2
{
Xσ : σ ∈ F+q \ {e}
})
= exp
(
1
2
∫
T
logwα(θ)dm(θ)
)
.(1.17)
Recall the definition of T (q; 1) in §1.2 and Theorem 1.5 for the classification of spectral
measure of branching-type SSP on T (q; 1). For branching-type SSP on T (q; 1), we have
the following
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Proposition 1.11. Let q ≥ 2 be an integer and let (Xσ)σ∈T (q;1) be a branching-type SSP
on T (q; 1) with spectral measure µ. Then
dL2
(
Xe, span
L2
{
Xσ : σ ∈ T (q; 1) \ {e}
})
=
√
q exp
(∫
T
log
(dµac
dm
)
dm
)
− (q − 1)µ(T).
(1.18)
1.6. Application in hyper-contractive Hankel inequalities. From the definition of
HP functions, any q-HP function is naturally associated with a centered stochastic process
on F+q satisfying (1.11). By restricting this stochastic process on some sub-trees of F
+
q , we
can construct classical SSP’s on N and obtain the following hyper-contractive inequalities
of Hankel operators. These inequalities seem to be new in the litterature. Other similar
inequalities can also be found using our procedure. The details are explained in §5. The
analogue of these inequalities for matrix-valued functions will be treated in a forthcoming
paper. The Hankel operator is recalled as follows. The Hardy space H2(T) is given by
H2(T) :=
{
f(eiθ) =
∞∑
n=0
ane
inθ
∣∣∣an ∈ C and ∞∑
n=0
|an|2 <∞
}
.
Let H20 (T) ⊂ H2(T) denote the subspace of functions f ∈ H2(T) with f̂(0) = 0 and define
H2−(T) := L
2(T)⊖H20 (T), that is,
H2−(T) :=
{
f(eiθ) =
∞∑
n=0
ane
−inθ
∣∣∣an ∈ C and ∞∑
n=0
|an|2 <∞
}
.
Let R− : L2(T) → H2−(T) be the orthogonal projection onto H2−(T) (called Riesz projec-
tion). Given a function ϕ ∈ L2(T), we define the Hankel operator Hϕ : H20 (T) → H2−(T)
on dense subset of analytic trigonometric polynomials by
Hϕ(f) = R−(ϕf).(1.19)
More explicitly, for an analytic trigonometric polynomial f =
∑
n≥0 ane
inθ, we have
Hϕ(f) =
0∑
k=−∞
( k∑
n=−∞
ϕ̂(n)ak−n
)
eikθ(1.20)
Note that our definition of Hankel operators is slightly different from the classical way
of definition, see Peller [5, Chapter 1]. The Hankel operators in [5] are defined as an
operators from H2(T) to L2(T)⊖H2(T) and are, using the notation of this paper, given
by f 7→ e−iθHϕ(eiθf).
Proposition 1.12. Assume that ϕ : T → R+ is 2-HP and is not identically zero. Then
for any Hardy function f ∈ H20 (T), the function Hϕ(f) is real-analytic and we have∥∥∥∥Hϕ(f)√ϕ
∥∥∥∥
L∞(T)
≤ ‖f‖L2(T;ϕ) :=
(∫
T
|f(eit)|2ϕ(eit)dm(t)
)1/2
.(1.21)
For stating the next result, we introduce, for each integer N ≥ 1, an operator EN as
follows: for f a suitable function on T, set
EN(f)(e
iθ) :=
1
N
N−1∑
k=0
f(ei
θ+2πk
N ), θ ∈ T.(1.22)
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Note that in the above definition of EN , although each summand f(e
i θ+2πk
N ) depends on
the choice of the representative in R of the point θ ∈ T = R/2πZ, the whole sum does
not. The operator EN is characterized by
ÊN (f)(n) = f̂(nN), n ∈ Z.(1.23)
Proposition 1.13. Assume that ϕ : T → R+ is 2-HP and is not identically zero. Then
for any Hardy function f ∈ H20 (T) and any analytic trigonometric polynomial B0 of degree
at most N − 1, not identically zero:
B0(e
it) =
N−1∑
n=0
bne
int,
we have ∥∥∥∥∥EN [Hϕ(B0f)]√EN [|B0|2ϕ]
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(T)
≤ ‖f‖L2(T;ϕ).(1.24)
Remark 1.6. In Proposition 1.13, the assumption that the non-zero trigonometric poly-
nomial B0 is of degree at most N − 1 implies that EN [|B0|2ϕ] never vanishes on T. In
general, the following inequality is not true:∥∥∥∥∥Hϕ(B0f)√|B0|2ϕ
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(T)
≤ ‖f‖L2(T;ϕ).
Proposition 1.14. Assume that φ is a function not identically zero and is of the form
φ = P√
2/3
∗ µ for a positive Radon measure µ on T. Then for any f ∈ H20 (T), we have∥∥∥∥∥∥P1/
√
2 ∗Hφ(f)√
P1/
√
2 ∗ φ
∥∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(T)
≤ ‖f‖L2(T;φ).(1.25)
1.7. Generalization of the Hankel inequalities. The inequality (1.21) has natural
generalizations. For more generalizations below, it is more convenient to work with the
Riesz projection R+ : L
2(T)→ H2(T) (instead of using R−). Note that our definitions of
the projections R+ and R− are slightly different from the classical ones, in particular, we
have
R+ +R− = Id+ P0,
where P0 is the projection onto the one-dimensional space of constant functions on T.
Proposition 1.15. Given any 0 ≤ r < 1 and any positive Radon measure µ on T such
that µ(T) 6= 0. Let ϕ = Pr ∗ µ. Then for any f ∈ H20 (T), we have∥∥∥∥Hϕ(f)√ϕ
∥∥∥∥
L∞(T)
=
∥∥∥∥R+(f¯ϕ)√ϕ
∥∥∥∥
L∞(T)
≤ r√
1− r2‖f‖L2(T;ϕ).(1.26)
The constant r/
√
1− r2 in the above inequality is optimal. In particular, when r = 1/√2,
the inequality (1.26) reduces to the inequality (1.21).
It seems natural to ask
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Question 1. For which class of functions ϕ on T do we have Hϕ ∈ B(H2, L∞), that is,
when does the Hankel operator Hϕ define a bounded operator from H
2(T) to L∞(T) ?
We will obtain a necessary condition and a sufficient condition for Hϕ ∈ B(H2, L∞).
Recall that for any s > 0, the Sobolev space Hs(T) is defined as the set of functions
f : T→ C such that
‖f‖2
Hs
=
∑
n∈Z
(1 + n2)s · |f̂(n)|2 <∞.
The Wiener space A1(T) ⊂ L∞(T) is defined as the set of functions f : T→ C such that
‖f‖A1 :=
∑
n∈Z
|f̂(n)| <∞.
Proposition 1.16. If ϕ is a symbol such that all the Fourier coefficients of R−(ϕ) are
positive. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for Hϕ ∈ B(H2, L∞) is
∞∑
n=0
( −n∑
m=−∞
ϕ̂(m)
)2
<∞.(1.27)
Proposition 1.17. A necessary condition for Hϕ ∈ B(H2, L∞) is R−(ϕ) ∈ H 12 (T). A
sufficient condition for Hϕ ∈ B(H2,A1) ⊂ B(H2, L∞) is R−(ϕ) ∈ H1(T).
The proof of the sufficient condition in Proposition 1.17 is based on the following Hilbert
inequality or Hardy-Littlewood-Po´lya inequality (cf. [3, Theorem 341, p. 254]):∣∣∣ ∞∑
m,n=1
ambn
max(m,n)
∣∣∣ ≤ 4( ∞∑
m=1
|am|2
)1/2( ∞∑
n=1
|bn|2
)1/2
.(1.28)
2. HPD and HP functions
The main goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.8 on the criterion of HPD functions
on N and Theorem 1.9 on the criterion of HP functions on T.
2.1. Basic properties for HPD functions. Fix an integer q ≥ 2 and set
HPN(q) :=
{
α : N→ C
∣∣∣α is q-HPD function} .
Clearly, from the definition of HPD functions, HPN(q) is a closed positive cone. That
is, HPN(q) is closed under the operation of taking pointwise limit and the operation of
taking the linear combinations with positive-coefficients. Other basic properties for HPD
functions are obtained in the following Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.
Lemma 2.1 (Modulation invariance of HPD functions). Assume that α ∈ HPN(q). Then
for any t ∈ R, the function αt : N→ C defined by
αt(n) = e
−intα(n), n ∈ N,(2.29)
is again in HPN(q). Therefore, for any positive Radon measure ν on T, the function
αν : N→ C defined by
αν(n) = ν̂(n)α(n), n ∈ N,(2.30)
is also in HPN(q).
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Lemma 2.2. Assume that α ∈ HPN(q). Then the sequence (qn/2α(n))n∈N is positive
definite on N. In particular, there exists a positive Radon measure µ on T such that
α(n) = q−n/2µ̂(n) = q−n/2 ·
∫
T
e−inθdµ(θ), n ∈ N.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. By Lemma 1.6, there exists a centered stochastic process (Xσ)σ∈F+q
satisfying (1.11). Fix any t ∈ R, consider a new stochastic process (Zσ)σ∈F+q defined by
Zσ = e
i|σ|tXσ, σ ∈ F+q .
A simple computation shows that
Cov(Zσ, Zδ) = T (F
+
q )
αt (σ, δ) =

e−i|w|t · α(|w|) = αt(|w|); if δ = σw for some w ∈ F+q
ei|w|t · α(|w|) = αt(|w|); if σ = δw for some w ∈ F+q
0; otherwise
.
Note that for obtaining the above description of Cov(Zσ, Zδ), we have used the following
two facts:
• the assumption that T (F+q )α (σ, δ) = 0 if σ, δ are not comparable;
• if σ, δ are comparable, then if δ = σw, we have |δ| = |σ| + |w| or if σ = δw, we
have |σ| = |δ|+ |w|.
Clearly, the equality T (F+q )αt (σ, δ) = Cov(Zσ, Zδ) for all σ, δ ∈ F+q implies that T (F
+
q )
αt is a
positive definite kernel on F+q . Therefore, by definition, αt is q-HPD.
From the definition (2.30) of αν , we have
αν =
∫
T
αtdν(t).
Therefore, the assertion αν ∈ HPN(q) follows immediately from the fact that αt ∈ HPN(q)
for any t ∈ R and the fact that HPN(q) is a closed positive cone. 
For proving Lemma 2.2, we need to construct a new stochastic process on N as follows.
Let (Xσ)σ∈F+q be a centered stochastic process on F
+
q satisfying (1.11). Consider now a
centered stochastic process (Θn)n∈N on N defined by
Θn :=
1
qn/2
∑
σ∈F+q
|σ|=n
Xσ.(2.31)
Lemma 2.3. The centered stochastic process (Θn)n∈N defined by (2.31) is stationary and
Cov(Θn,Θn+k) = q
k/2α(k), n, k ∈ N.(2.32)
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Proof. Recall that if σ, δ are not comparable, then E(XσXδ) = Kα(σ, δ) = 0. For any
n, k ∈ N, we have
Cov(Θn,Θn+k) =E(ΘnΘn+k) =
1
qn/2
· 1
q(n+k)/2
∑
σ,δ∈F+q
|σ|=n,|δ|=n+k
E(XσXδ)
=
1
qn/2
· 1
q(n+k)/2
∑
σ∈F+q
|σ|=n
∑
w∈F+q
|w|=k
E(XσXσw) =
1
qn/2
· 1
q(n+k)/2
∑
σ∈F+q
|σ|=n
∑
w∈F+q
|w|=k
α(k)
=
qn · qk
qn/2 · q(n+k)/2α(k) = q
k/2α(k).
This completes the proof of (2.32). Note that the stationarity follows from (2.32). 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Lemma 2.3, combined with the classical Herglotz-Bochner Theorem
on positive definite functions on Z or on N (cf. Bochner [1, Theorem 3.2.3]), implies that
there exists a positive Radon measure µ on T such that
qk/2α(k) = µ̂(k) =
∫
T
e−ikθdµ(θ), k ∈ N.
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
2.2. The first proof of Lemma 1.7: Extension of positive definite kernels. Our
first proof of Lemma 1.7 relies on a beautiful result of Boz˙ejko [2] about the construction
of positive definite kernels on union of two sets decribed as follows.
Let Ki : Σi × Σi → C be a kernel on a set Σi (i = 1, 2). Assume that the intersection
Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = {x0} is a singleton and K1(x0, x0) = K2(x0, x0) = 1. The Markov product of
K1 and K2, denoted by K1 ∗x0 K2, is a kernel K on the union Σ1 ∪ Σ2, defined by
• K|Σi×Σi = Ki(i = 1, 2);
• (Markov property) For σi ∈ Σi(i = 1, 2),
K(σ1, σ2) = K1(σ1, x0)K2(x0, σ2), K(σ2, σ1) = K(σ1, σ2).
Theorem 2.4 (Boz˙ejko [2, Theorem 4.1]). Let Σ1,Σ2 be two sets such that the intersection
Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = {x0} is a singleton. Let K1, K2 be two positive definite kernels on Σ1,Σ2
respectively. Assume that
Ki(σi, σi) = 1 for all σi ∈ Σi (i = 1, 2).
Then the Markov product K1 ∗x0 K2 of K1 and K2 is also a positive definite kernel.
Proof of Lemma 1.7. We will divide the proof into several steps. We will deal with many
restriction of the kernel T (F+q )βq onto subsets of F+q . For simplifying notation, for any subset
Σ ⊂ F+q , we will denote
K(Σ) := T (F+q )βq |Σ×Σ.
For any σ, δ ∈ F+q , we denote d(σ, δ) the distance of between σ and δ in the Cayley
graph of F+q and write R the set of pairs (σ, δ) ∈ F+q × F+q such that σ, δ are comparable.
Then by the definition of T (F+q )βq given as in (1.10), we have
T (F+q )βq (σ, δ) = q−d(σ,δ)/2 · 1R(σ, δ) = q−d(σ,δ)/21(σ and δ are comparable).(2.33)
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The following figure shows the steps of our proof.
e
s1s2
Σe
Step 1 (q = 2)
e
s1 s2
s21s1s2
Σe ∪ Σs1
Step 2 (q = 2)
Σe ∪ Σs1 ∪ Σs2
Σe ∪ Σs1 ∪ Σs2 ∪ Σs21
Step 3 (q = 2)
· · · · · ·
Figure 3: steps of the proof of Lemma 1.7
Step 1. We first show that for any w ∈ F+q , the kernel K(Σw) obtained as the restriction
of T (F+q )βq on the (q + 1)-element subset
Σw := {w,ws1, ws2, · · · , wsq}
is positive definite. Indeed, when Σw is ordered in the above way, the restricted kernel
K(Σw) is a (q + 1)× (q + 1)-matrix given by
Aq =
[
1 vq
vtq Iq
]
,
where Iq is the identity matrix of size q × q and vq = (q−1/2, q−1/2, · · · , q−1/2) is the
(1× q)-row vector with all coefficients equal q−1/2, and vtq is the transpose of vq. A simple
computation shows that
Aq =
[
1 vq
vtq Iq
]
=
[
1 vq
0 Iq
]t
·
[
1 0
0 Iq − vtqvq
]
·
[
1 vq
0 Iq
]
.
Since vtqvq correpsonds to the orthogonal projection onto the one-dimensional subspace
Cvq ⊂ Cq spanned by vq, the operator Iq − vtqvq is the orthogonal projection onto the
subspace v⊥q ⊂ Cq of orthogonal complement of Cvq. Therefore, Iq − vtqvq is positive
definite and it follows that Aq and thus K(Σw) is positive definite.
Step 2. Note that Σe ∩ Σs1 = {s1} is a singleton, and Kβq(σ, σ) = 1 for all σ ∈ F+q ,
therefore, we may apply Boz˙ejko’s result Theorem 2.4. First, we shall show that the
kernel K(Σe ∪ Σs1) is the Markov product of K(Σe) and K(Σs1) :
K(Σe ∪ Σs1) = K(Σe) ∗s1 K(Σs1).(2.34)
Then by Theorem 2.4, the kernel K(Σe ∪ Σs1) is positive definite.
Indeed, it suffices to verify that for any σ1 ∈ Σe and σ2 ∈ Σs1 , we have
T (F+q )βq (σ1, σ2) = T
(F+q )
βq
(σ1, s1)T (F
+
q )
βq
(s1, σ2).(2.35)
Clearly, from the simple structure of Σe and Σs1 , we have (σ1, σ2) ∈ R if and only if
(σ1, s1) ∈ R. Hence both sides of (2.35) vanish when (σ1, σ2) /∈ R. Now if (σ1, σ2) ∈ R,
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then the three elements σ1, s1, σ2 (not necessarily distinct) are mutually comparable and
are ordered σ1  s1  σ2. Hence (2.35) follows from the formula (2.33) and the fact
d(σ1, σ2) = d(σ1, s1) + d(s1, σ2).
Step 3. The above argument in Step 2 can be repeated to show that
K(Σe ∪ Σs1 ∪ Σs2) = K(Σe ∪ Σs1) ∗s2 K(Σs2)
and the positive definiteness of the kernel K(Σe∪Σs1 ∪Σs2) then follows from the positive
definiteness of K(Σe ∪Σs1) and K(Σs2) by applying Theorem 2.4. This argument can be
continuously repeated for proving the positive definiteness of T (F+q )βq .
For clarity, let us explain our strategy in more details. We shall prove that for any
subset Σ ⊂ F+q and w ∈ F+q such that
• e ∈ Σ,
• Σ is connected in the Cayley graph of F+q ,
• Σ ∩ Σw = {w},
we have the following Markov property
K(Σ ∪ Σw) = K(Σ) ∗w K(Σw).(2.36)
After proving (2.36), for completing the proof, we only need to write
F
+
q =
∞⋃
n=1
Σn
in such a way that
• Σ1 = Σe,
• Σn+1 = Σn ∪ Σwn ,
• Σn ∩ Σwn = {wn} for a certain wn ∈ F+q
• Σn is connected for all n,
and then use
K(Σn+1) = K(Σn) ∗wn K(Σwn)
to prove the positive definiteness of K(Σn+1) from the positive definiteness of K(Σn) and
K(Σwn).
Now let us prove (2.36). We only need to show that for any σ1 ∈ Σ and σ2 ∈ Σw, we
have
T (F+q )βq (σ1, σ2) = T
(F+q )
βq
(σ1, w)T (F
+
q )
βq
(w, σ2).(2.37)
Note that σ2 has only (q + 1)-choices. If σ2 = w, then both sides of (2.37) are
T (F+q )βq (σ1, w).
Assume now σ2 = wsi for some i = 1, 2, · · · , q.
Claim II: Note that (σ1, wsi) ∈ R if and only if σ1, w, σ2 = wsi are mutually comparable
and are ordered by σ1  w  σ2 = wsi.
Indeed, since e, σ2 = wsi determines a unique geodesic ray, if σ1 is not before or equal w
in this geodesic ray, then σ1 can not be connected to e without passing the point σ2 ∈ Σw,
this would contradict the fact that Σ is connected.
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Therefore, if (σ1, wsi) /∈ R then (σ1, w) /∈ R and both sides of (2.37) vanish; if
(σ1, wsi) ∈ R, then using Claim II, we have
d(σ1, wsi) = d(σ1, w) + 1
Hence in this case, we have
T (F+q )βq (σ1, wsi) = q−d(σ1,wsi)/2 = q−d(σ1,w)/2q−1/2 = T
(F+q )
βq
(σ1, w)T (F
+
q )
βq
(w,wsi).
This completes the proof of (2.36) and thus the whole proof of Lemma 1.7. 
2.3. The second proof of Lemma 1.7: Gaussian processes on F+q . Our second
proof of Lemma 1.7 relies on self-similarity of the Cayley graph of F+q , that is, for any
σ ∈ F+q , the structure of σ · F+q is the same as that of F+q .
Let (Gσ)σ∈F+q be a family of i.i.d. Gaussian real random variables, all of which have
expectation 0 and variance 1. For any r ∈ (0, 1), we construct a Gaussian process on F+q
as follows. For each σ ∈ F+q , define a random variable X(r)σ as a linear averaging of our
original i.i.d. Gaussian process (Gσ)σ∈F+q over the subset σ · F+q ⊂ F+q by
X(r)σ :=
∞∑
k=0
rk
qk/2
∑
τ∈F+q :|τ |=k
Gστ .(2.38)
Clearly, since Gσ’s are independent, for any integer k ≥ 0, we have∥∥∥ 1
qk/2
∑
τ∈F+q :|τ |=k
Gστ
∥∥∥
2
= 1(2.39)
and the series (2.38) converges in L2-sense.
Lemma 2.5. For any real number r ∈ (0, 1), the Gaussian process (X(r)σ )σ∈F+q satisfies
Cov
(
X
(r)
σ
‖X(r)σ ‖2
,
X
(r)
δ
‖X(r)δ ‖2
)
= rd(σ,δ)q−d(σ,δ)/21(σ and δ are comparable).
Proof. First of all, for any σ ∈ F+q , by mutual independence of the Gaussian random
variables Gσ’s and (2.39), we have
‖X(r)σ ‖22 =
∞∑
k=0
r2k =
1
1− r2 .(2.40)
Now let σ, δ ∈ F+q be any pair of distinct elements. If σ and δ are not comparable, then
the two subsets σ · F+q and δ · F+q are disjoint and therefore, recalling that the Gaussian
process (2.38) is a real-valued centered process, we have
Cov(X(r)σ , X
(r)
δ ) = E
(
X(r)σ X
(r)
δ
)
= 0.
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If σ and δ are comparable. By symmetry, we may assume that σ  δ, then there exists a
unique w ∈ F+q such that δ = σw with |w| = d(σ, δ) and we have
Cov(X(r)σ , X
(r)
δ ) = E
(
X(r)σ X
(r)
δ
)
= E
(
X(r)σ X
(r)
σw
)
= E
( ∞∑
k=0
rk
qk/2
∑
τ∈F+q :|τ |=k
Gστ ·
∞∑
ℓ=0
rℓ
qℓ/2
∑
ι∈F+q :|ι|=ℓ
Gσwι
)
=
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
ℓ=0
rk+ℓ
q
k+ℓ
2
∑
ι∈F+q :|ι|=ℓ
E
( ∑
τ∈F+q :|τ |=k
Gστ ·Gσwι
)
=
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
ℓ=0
rk+ℓ
q
k+ℓ
2
∑
ι∈F+q :|ι|=ℓ
∑
τ∈F+q :|τ |=k
1{τ=wι}
=
∞∑
k=0
∞∑
ℓ=0
rk+ℓ
q
k+ℓ
2
1{k=ℓ+|w|}q
ℓ
= r|w|q−|w|/2
1
1− r2 = r
d(σ,δ)q−d(σ,δ)/2
1
1− r2 .
(2.41)
Comparing (2.40) and (2.41), we complete the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 1.7. Lemma 2.5 implies that for any r ∈ (0, 1), the kernel K(r) : F+q ×
F+q → R defined by
K(r)(σ, δ) = rd(σ,δ)q−d(σ,δ)/21(σ and δ are comparable)
is positive definite. Therefore, recalling (2.33), the kernel T (F+q )βq , being the limit of the
positive definite kernels K(r) as r → 1:
T (F+q )βq (σ, δ) = q−d(σ,δ)/21(σ and δ are comparable) = limr→1K
(r)(σ, δ), ∀σ, δ ∈ F+q ,
is also positive definite. 
2.4. The third proof of Lemma 1.7. Note that the boundary ∂Tq is naturally home-
omorphic to the Cantor group (Z/qZ)N. Let µq be Cantor probability measure on ∂Tq
corresponding to the normalized Haar measure on (Z/qZ)N. For any σ ∈ Tq, define
C(σ) =
{
ξ ∈ ∂Tq
∣∣∣σ ∈ ξ},
that is, C(σ) is the subset of rooted geodesic rays passing through the vertex σ ∈ Tq. The
measure µq is characterized by the following property: for any σ ∈ Tq, we have
µq(C(σ)) =
1
q|σ|
.
Now for each σ ∈ Tq, we define a function fσ : ∂Tq → R by
fσ :=
1C(σ)√
µq(C(σ))
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Then immediately, we obtain a positive definite kernel K : Tq × Tq → R defined by
K(σ, δ) =
∫
∂Tq
fσfδdµq.(2.42)
Note that, for any pair (σ, δ) of non-comparable vertices of Tq, the subsets C(σ) and C(δ)
are disjoint and hence K(σ, δ) = 0 for all such pairs of vertices. On the other hand, if σ, δ
are comparable, say, we have σ 4 δ, then C(σ) ∩ C(δ) = C(δ) and
K(σ, δ) =
µq(C(τ))√
µq(C(σ)) ·
√
µq(C(δ))
= q
|σ|−|δ|
2 = q−d(σ,δ)/2.
Therefore, the positive definite kernel in (2.42) has the following form:
K(σ, δ) = q−d(σ,δ)/21(σ and δ are comparable),
which, by using the identification between Tq and F
+
q , is exactly the kernel T (F
+
q )
βq
defined
in (1.10). Hence T (F+q )βq is positive definite and we complete the proof of the lemma.
2.5. Proof of Theorem 1.8. By Lemma 2.2, to prove Theorem 1.8, it suffices to prove
that for any positive Radon measure µ on T, the function
α(n) := q−n/2µ̂(n) = βq(n)µ̂(n), n ∈ N,
defines a q-HPD function. But clearly, Lemma 1.7 and Lemma 2.1 together immediately
imply that the above function α is q-HPD.
2.6. Proof of Theorem 1.9. Fix an integer q ≥ 2, we set
HPT(q) :=
{
ϕ : T→ R
∣∣∣ϕ is q-HP} .
Clearly, from the definition of HP functions, HPT(q) is a closed positive cone and we have
a natural affine correspondence between HPT(q) and HPN(q) given by:
HPT(q) ∋ ϕ 7→ ϕ̂ ∈ HPN(q).(2.43)
This correspondence (2.43) and Theorem 1.8 imply immediately Theorem 1.9.
2.7. Proof of Theorem 1.1. If a rooted tree T is of uniformly bounded valence, then
T can be embeded into a rooted homogeneous tree Tq. Now by restricting a non-trivial
branching-type SSP on Tq (whose existence is proved by Theorem 1.9, for instance, the
branching-type SSP on Tq corresponding to the function βq in Lemma 1.7) onto the sub-
tree T , we obtain a non-trivial branching-type SSP on T .
Conversely, we show the existence of non-trivial branching-type SSP on T implies that
T is of uniformly bounded valence. We argue by contradiction, assume that T is not of
uniformly bounded valence. Then by the assumption that T has no leaves, for any n ≥ 1
and any q ≥ 2, there exist distinct σ0, σ1, · · · , σq ∈ T such that
σ0 4 σi, d(σ0, σi) = n, i = 1, · · · , q.(2.44)
Note that σ1, σ2, · · · , σq are mutually non-comparable. Let now ν be the spectral measure
of a mean-zero branching-type SSP X = (Xσ)σ∈T on T . Replacing (Xσ)σ∈T by ( Xσ‖Xσ‖2 )σ∈T
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if necessary, we may assume that ‖Xσ‖2 = 1 for all σ ∈ T . Then the covariance matrix
of the random vector (Xσ0 , Xσ1 , · · · , Xσq) is given by a non-negative definite matrix:
C =
[
1 wq
w∗q Iq
]
,
where Iq is the identity matrix of size q× q and wq = (ν̂(n), ν̂(n), · · · , ν̂(n)) is the (1× q)-
row vector with all coefficients ν̂(n). A simple computation shows that[
1− wqw∗q 0
0 Iq
]
=
[
1 −wq
0 Iq
]
· C ·
[
1 −wq
0 Iq
]∗
.
Since C is non-negative definite, we obtain that
1− q|ν̂(n)|2 = 1− wqw∗q ≥ 0.
That is, we have
|ν̂(n)|2 ≤ 1/q.(2.45)
Now since n ≥ 1, q 6= 2 are arbitrary, we obtain that
ν̂(n) = 0, ∀n ≥ 1.
This implies that the branching-type SSP X is trivial. But X is chosen arbitrary, hence
all branching-type SSP on T is trivial. Thus we complete the whole proof.
2.8. Proof of Proposition 1.4. Assume that ν is the spectral measure of a branching-
type SSP on T . By the definition of ∆n(T ), for any n ≥ 1, we can find distinct vertices
σ0, σ1, · · · , σ∆n(T ) ∈ T such that
σ0 4 σi, d(σ0, σi) = n, i = 1, · · · ,∆n(T ).(2.46)
Using the same derivation as in
(2.44) =⇒ (2.45),
the existence of vertices σ0, σ1, · · · , σ∆n(T ) ∈ T satisfying (2.46) implies that the spectral
measure ν satisfy
|ν̂(n)|2 ≤ 1
∆n(T )
.
Therefore, the assumtion (1.6) implies that∑
n∈Z
|ν̂(n)|2 <∞.
It follows that the function ρ : T→ R+ defined by
ρ(θ) =
∑
n∈Z
ν̂(n)einθ
is in L2(T, m) and ν(dθ) = ρ(θ)dm(θ). This completes the whole proof of Proposition 1.4.
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3. Proof of Theorem 1.5
We start with an elementary result on the non-negative definite matrices, whose proof
is included as well for the reader’s convenience.
For a square matrix A, we write A ≥ 0 if and only if A is non-negative definite. In
what follows, elements in Cn will be considered as row vectors.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that a ≥ 0 and let v ∈ Cn be a row vector and B be an n × n
non-negative matrix. Then
C =
[
a v
v∗ B
]
≥ 0⇐⇒ aB − v∗v ≥ 0.
Proof. By approximation, we may assume that a > 0. Then replacing C by 1
a
C if nec-
essary, we may assume that a = 1. The result follows immediately by observing the
following equality [
1 −v
0 In
]∗ [
1 v
v∗ B
] [
1 −v
0 In
]
=
[
1 0
0 B − v∗v
]
.

Proof of Theorem 1.5. Fix any integer q ≥ 2. For simplifying our notation, we identify
T (q; 1) with the subset
Πq :=
q⋃
i=1
{ski : k ∈ N} ⊂ F+q .(3.47)
The rooted tree structure on T (q; 1) coincides with the sub-rooted-tree structure of Πq.
Using the identification T (q; 1) ≃ Πq, a necessary and sufficient condition for a positive
Radon measure µ on T to be the specture measure of a branching-type SSP on T (q; 1) is
that the following kernel T (Πq) : Πq × Πq → C is positive definite:
T (Πq)(ski , slj) =
{
µ̂(l − k) · 1(i = j), if l, k ≥ 1;
µ̂(l − k), if l = 0 or k = 0.(3.48)
For any integer n ≥ 1, set
Π(n)q :=
q⋃
i=1
{ski : 1 ≤ k ≤ n}.
Clearly, the positive definiteness of the kernel T (Πq) is by definition equivalent to the
positive definiteness of all the finite matrices
Cn := T (Πq)|Π(n)q ×Π(n)q , n ≥ 1.
For any integer n ≥ 1, we define the Toeplitz matrix Tn(µ) by
Tn(µ) :=
[
µ̂(j − i)
]
1≤i,j≤n
.(3.49)
By ordering the elements in the set Π
(n)
q as
(e, s1, s
2
1, · · · , sn1︸ ︷︷ ︸
the branch from s1
, s2, s
2
2, · · · , sn2︸ ︷︷ ︸
the branch from s2
, · · · , sq, s2q, · · · , snq︸ ︷︷ ︸
the branch from sq
)
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and using the definition of Tn(µ) in (3.49), the matrix Cn has the following block form
Cn =

µ̂(0) vn vn · · · vn
v∗n Tn(µ) 0 · · · 0
v∗n 0 Tn(µ) · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
v∗n 0 0 · · · Tn(µ)
 ,(3.50)
where vn ∈ Cn is a row vector given by
vn = (µ̂(1), µ̂(2), · · · , µ̂(n)).
Now applying Lemma 3.1 and noting that µ(T) = µ̂(0), the positive definiteness condition
of the kernel T (Πq) is equivalent to the following condition
µ(T) ·

Tn(µ) 0 · · · 0
0 Tn(µ) · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · Tn(µ)
− (vn, vn, · · · , vn)∗(vn, vn, · · · , vn) ≥ 0, ∀n ≥ 1.
(3.51)
The condition (3.51) can be rewritten as
µ(T)
q∑
k=1
xkTn(µ)x∗k −
∣∣∣ q∑
k=1
vnx
∗
k
∣∣∣2 ≥ 0, ∀n ≥ 1 and ∀x1, · · · , xq ∈ Cn.(3.52)
Note that for any a = (a1, · · · , an) ∈ Cn, we have
aTn(µ)a∗ =
∑
1≤k,l≤n
µ̂(l − k)akal
=
∫
T
∑
1≤k,l≤n
e−i2π(l−k)θakaldµ(θ) =
∫
T
∣∣∣ n∑
k=1
ake
i2πkθ
∣∣∣2dµ(θ)
and
vna
∗ =
〈
1,
n∑
k=1
ake
i2πkθ
〉
L2(T,µ)
,
where 1 stands for the constant function 1(θ) ≡ 1 on T. Therefore, for any n ≥ 1, by
writing
H20 (T, µ)≤n :=
{ n∑
k=1
ake
i2πkθ
∣∣∣a = (a1, · · · , an) ∈ Cn},
the condition (3.52) is equivalent to∣∣∣ q∑
i=1
〈
1, Pi
〉
L2(T,µ)
∣∣∣2 ≤ µ(T) q∑
i=1
‖Pi‖2L2(T,µ), ∀n ≥ 1, ∀P1, · · · , Pq ∈ H20 (T, µ)≤n.(3.53)
Introduce the vector-valued function space L2(T, µ;Cq) and the corresponding subspace
H20 (T, µ;C
q)≤n for all n ≥ 1. Note that we have orthogonal decompositions:
L2(T, µ;Cq) = L2(T, µ)⊕ · · · ⊕ L2(T, µ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
q-summands
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and
H20 (T, µ;C
q)≤n = H20 (T, µ)≤n ⊕ · · · ⊕H20 (T, µ)≤n︸ ︷︷ ︸
q-summands
.
Set ~1 = (1, 1, · · · , 1) ∈ L2(T, µ;Cq). Then the condition (3.53) is equivalent to the
condition that for all n ≥ 1 and all ~P ∈ H20 (T, µ;Cq)≤n, we have∣∣∣〈~1, ~P 〉L2(T,µ;Cq)∣∣∣ ≤√µ(T)‖~P‖L2(T,µ;Cq).(3.54)
For fixed n ≥ 1, by writing the orthogonal decomposition of ~1 with respect to the subspace
H20 (T, µ;C
q)≤n, the above inequality (3.54) holds for all ~P ∈ H20 (T, µ;Cq)≤n if and only if
inf
~P∈H20 (T,µ;Cq)≤n
‖~1− ~P‖2L2(T,µ;Cq) ≥ ‖~1‖2L2(T,µ;Cq) − µ(T) = (q − 1)µ(T).
Using the above orthogonal decompositions of L2(T, µ;Cq) and H20 (T, µ;C
q)≤n, we have
inf
~P∈H20 (T,µ;Cq)≤n
‖~1− ~P‖2L2(T,µ;Cq) = q inf
P∈H20 (T,µ)≤n
‖1− P‖2L2(T,µ)
Therefore, we show that the condition (3.52) is equivalent to
q inf
n≥1
inf
P∈H20 (T,µ)≤n
‖1− P‖2L2(T,µ) ≥ (q − 1)µ(T).
Finally, by the classical Szego¨ First Theorem (cf. [4, Theorem 4.1.1]), we have
inf
n≥1
inf
P∈H20 (T,µ)≤n
‖1− P‖2L2(T,µ) = exp
(∫
T
log
(dµac
dm
(θ)
)
dm(θ)
)
,
hence the condition (3.52) is equivalent to the condition
exp
(∫
T
log
(dµac
dm
(θ)
)
dm(θ)
)
≥
(
1− 1
q
)
µ(T)
and we complete the whole proof. 
4. Prediction-Theory results
Theorem 1.10 is based on the following simple observation of the symmetries.
Lemma 4.1. Let α : N→ C be a q-HPD function on N and let (Xσ)σ∈F+q be any branching-
type SSP on F+q satisfying (1.11). Then for any positive integer n ≥ 1, the orthogonal
projection of Xe onto the finite-dimensional space
span
{
Xσ
∣∣σ ∈ F+q , 1 ≤ |σ| ≤ n}
is of the form
n∑
k=1
ak
∑
σ:|σ|=k
Xσ.
Proof. Recall that the orthogonal projection of Xe onto a space minimize the L
2-distance
of Xe and the vectors in this space. Therefore, for the first assertion, it suffices to show
that for any family of complex numbers (cσ), we have∥∥∥Xe − n∑
k=1
∑
τ :|τ |=k cτ
qk
∑
σ:|σ|=k
Xσ
∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥Xe − ∑
σ∈F+q :1≤|σ|≤n
cσXσ
∥∥∥
2
.(4.55)
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Let us show (4.55). First introduce an action of n-tuples π = (π1, · · · , πn) ∈ Snq of
permutations of {1, · · · , q} on the set Bn := {σ ∈ F+q : |σ| ≤ n} by the following:
π(e) = e and if σ = si1si2 · · · sij with 1 ≤ j ≤ n, then set
π(σ) = π(si1si2 · · · sij ) = sπ1(i1)sπ2(i2) · · · sπj(ij).
For any σ, δ ∈ Bn, clearly, σ and δ are comparable if and only if π(σ) and π(δ) are
comparable for any π ∈ Snq . Moreover, we have the identity of the graph distances
d(σ, δ) = d(π(σ), π(δ)). Therefore, by (1.11) and the specific structure (1.10) of Kα, for
any π ∈ Snq , we have∥∥∥Xe − ∑
σ∈F+q :1≤|σ|≤n
cσXπ(σ)
∥∥∥
2
=
∥∥∥Xe − ∑
σ∈F+q :1≤|σ|≤n
cσXσ
∥∥∥
2
.
It follows that
∥∥∥ 1
#(Snq )
∑
π∈Snq
(
Xe −
∑
σ∈F+q :1≤|σ|≤n
cσXπ(σ)
)∥∥∥
2
≤ 1
#(Snq )
∑
π∈Snq
∥∥∥Xe − ∑
σ∈F+q :1≤|σ|≤n
cσXσ
∥∥∥
2
=
∥∥∥Xe − ∑
σ∈F+q :1≤|σ|≤n
cσXσ
∥∥∥
2
.
(4.56)
Note that
1
#(Snq )
∑
π∈Snq
∑
σ∈F+q :1≤|σ|≤n
cσXπ(σ) =
1
(q!)n
∑
π∈Snq
n∑
k=1
∑
|σ|=k
cσXπ(σ)
=
1
(q!)n
n∑
k=1
∑
|τ |=k
Xτ
∑
|σ|=k
cσ
∑
π∈Snq
1{π(σ)=τ}
=
1
(q!)n
n∑
k=1
∑
|τ |=k
Xτ
∑
|σ|=k
cσ · [(q − 1)!]k(q!)n−k
=
n∑
k=1
1
qk
∑
|τ |=k
Xτ
∑
|σ|=k
cσ.
Therefore, we obtain the equality
1
#(Snq )
∑
π∈Snq
(
Xe −
∑
σ∈F+q :1≤|σ|≤n
cσXπ(σ)
)
= Xe −
n∑
k=1
∑
τ :|τ |=k cτ
qk
∑
σ:|σ|=k
Xσ,
which combined with (4.56) immediately implies the desired inequality (4.55). 
Proof of Theorem 1.10. Recall the definition (2.31) for the stochastic process (Θn)n∈N.
Lemma 4.1 implies that
dL2
(
Xe, span
L2
{
Xσ : σ ∈ F+q \ {e}
})
= dL2
(
Θ0, span
L2
{
Θk : k = 1, 2, · · ·
})
.(4.57)
By Lemma 2.3 and the equality (1.14), the centered stochastic process (Θn)n∈N is station-
ary and
Cov(Θn,Θn+k) = q
k/2α(k) = ν̂α(k), n, k ∈ N.
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Therefore, by the classical Szego¨ First Theorem and recalling the Lebesgue decomposition
(1.16), we have
dL2
(
Θ0, span
L2
{
Θk : k = 1, 2, · · ·
})
= exp
(
1
2
∫
T
logwα(θ)dm(θ)
)
.(4.58)
Combining (4.57) and (4.58), we obtain the desired equality (1.17). 
Proof of Proposition 1.11. Recall the identification of T (q; 1) with Πq in (3.47). For the
branching-type SSP (Xσ)σ∈Πq , set
L(i) := spanL
2
{
Xsni : n = 1, 2, · · ·
}
, 1 ≤ i ≤ q.
Note that the spaces L(1), · · · , L(q) are mutually orthogonal. Let Pi(Xe) be the orthog-
onal projection of Xe onto L(i), then by symmetry, we have
‖P1(Xe)‖2 = ‖P2(Xe)‖2 = · · · = ‖Pq(Xe)‖2.
Since L(1), · · · , L(q) are mutually orthogonal, the orthogonal projection onto L(1)⊕· · ·⊕
L(q) of the random variable Xe is given by P1(Xe) + · · ·Pq(Xe) and thus
dL2 (Xe, L(1)⊕ · · · ⊕ L(q)) =
√√√√‖Xe‖22 − q∑
i=1
‖Pi(Xe)‖22 =
√
‖Xe‖22 − q‖P1(Xe)‖22
=
√
‖Xe‖22 − q
(
‖Xe‖22 − [dL2(Xe, L(1))]2
)
.
The classical Szego¨ First Theorem says that
dL2(Xe, L(1)) = exp
(
1
2
∫
T
log
(dµac
dm
)
dm
)
.
Therefore, we obtain
dL2 (Xe, L(1)⊕ · · · ⊕ L(q)) =
√
q exp
(∫
T
log
(dµac
dm
)
dm
)
− (q − 1)µ(T).
This completes the proof of the equality (1.18). 
5. Two-weight Hankel inequalities
5.1. How we find these inequalities ? Let us now describe informally how the two-
weight inequalities of Hankel operators arise naturally in our setting.
Let α : N→ C be a q-HPD function on N and let ϕ : T→ R+ be the corresponding q-HP
function on T by (2.43). Assume that ϕ is not identically zero. Let (Xσ)σ∈F+q be a centered
stochastic process on F+q satisfying (1.11). We can now explain the stationary stochastic
processes behind our inequalities (1.21), (1.24), (1.25) involving Hankel operators.
• The stationary stochastic processes behind the inequality (1.21).
Let q = 2. Take any sequence (an)n∈N in C such that the following series of
random variables ∑
n∈N
anXsn2(5.59)
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converges in L2-sense (which is equivalent to require that
∑
n∈N |an|2 < ∞, see
Lemma 5.2 below). Then we can construct a stationary stochastic process (Yk)k∈N
on N as follows:
Yk :=
∑
n∈N
anXsk1sn2 , k ∈ N.(5.60)
e
s1
s21
s31
s2
s22
s32
s1s2
s1s
2
2
s1s
3
2
s21s2
s21s
2
2
s21s
2
2
s31s2
s31s
2
2
s31s
3
2
e
sN−11
sN1
sN−11 s
2
2
sN−11 s2
s2N−11
s2N−11 s2
s2N−11 s
2
2
s
(k−1)N
1
skN−11
skN−11 s2
skN−11 s
2
2
skN1
Figure 4 Figure 5
The stationarity of (Yk)k∈N can be directly seen from the structure of T (F
+
2 )
α
or can be obtained by direct computation. We thus obtain a positive definite
sequence (Cov(Y0, Yk))k∈N on N. If we know further that∑
k∈N
|Cov(Y0, Yk)| <∞,(5.61)
then by Herglotz-Bochner Theorem on positive definite functions on N, we will
arrive at the following inequality
Cov(Y0, Y0) + 2ℜ
(∑
k≥1
Cov(Y0, Yk)e
ikθ
)
≥ 0, ∀θ ∈ T.(5.62)
We can then derive a two-weight inequality in Proposition 1.12 for Hankel opera-
tors from the positivity condition (5.62).
• The stationary stochastic processes behind the inequality (1.24).
Let q = 2 and fix an integer N ≥ 1. We will construct a stationary process
(Wk)k∈N on N by setting
Wk :=
N−1∑
n=0
anXskN+n1
+
∞∑
n=N
anXskN+N−11 s
n−N+1
2
, k ∈ N,(5.63)
where the sequence (an)n∈N is chosen such that the series (5.63) converges in L2-
sense (which is again equivalent to require that
∑
n∈N |an|2 <∞). In other words,
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Wk is the linear-averaging along the infinite geodesic starting from s
kN
1 given below:
(skN1 , s
kN+1
1 , s
kN+2
1 , . . . , s
kN+N−1
1 , s
kN+N−1
1 s2, s
kN+N−1
1 s
2
2, · · · , skN+N−11 st2, . . . )
Therefore, similarly as above, using the stationarity of (Wk)k∈N and Herglotz-
Bochner Theorem, we obtain a similar inequality as (5.62), we can derive the
inequality (1.24).
• The stationary stochastic processes behind the inequality (1.25).
This time, we need to take q = 3 and fix an identification of F+2 with the
sub-semi-group of F+3 as follows:
F
+
3 = 〈s1, s2, s3〉, F+2 = 〈s2, s3〉.(5.64)
That is, we let F+3 be generated by s1, s2, s3 and let F
+
2 be the sub-semi-group
generated by s2, s3. We will construct a stationary process (Uk)k∈N on N by setting
Uk :=
∑
n∈N
an ·
( 1
2n/2
∑
σ∈F+2
|σ|=n
Xsk1σ
)
, k ∈ N.(5.65)
Here again (an)n∈N is a sequence in C chosen such that the above series converges
in L2-sense. Then the stationarity of (Uk)k∈N and Herglotz-Bochner Theorem will
lead to the inequality (1.25).
e s1 s
k
1
F+2 = 〈s2, s3〉 s1 · F+2 = s1 · 〈s2, s3〉 sk1 · F+2 = sk1 · 〈s2, s3〉
Figure 6
5.2. Proof of Proposition 1.12.
Lemma 5.1. For any non-identically zero q-HP function ϕ : T→ R+, we have
√
q − 1√
q + 1
‖ϕ‖1 ≤ ϕ(eiθ) ≤
√
q + 1√
q − 1‖ϕ‖1, ∀θ ∈ T.
Proof. By Theorem 1.9, there exists a positive Radon measure µ on T such that
ϕ = P1/√q ∗ µ(eiθ) =
∫
T
P1/√q(e
i(θ−t))dµ(t).
Therefore,
ϕ(eiθ) ≥
∫
T
inf
t′∈T
P1/√q(e
it′)dµ(eit) =
√
q − 1√
q + 1
∫
T
dµ =
√
q − 1√
q + 1
‖ϕ‖1.
The upper-bound can be obtained similarly. 
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Lemma 5.2. For any k ∈ N, the linear map
H2(T) −→ spanL2(Xsk1sn2 : n ∈ N)
einθ 7→ Xsk1sn2
is an isomorphism (not necessarily isometric). In particular, the series (5.59) of random
variables converges in L2-sense if and only if
∑
n∈N |an|2 <∞.
Proof. By the definition, for any k ∈ N, the positive real-analytic function ϕ is the spectral
density of (Xsk1sn2 )n∈N and we have∥∥∥∑
n∈N
anXsk1sn2
∥∥∥2
L2
=
∫
T
∣∣∣∑
n∈N
ane
int
∣∣∣2ϕ(eit) dt
2π
.(5.66)
Therefore, Lemma 5.2 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.1. 
Lemma 5.3. The inequality (5.61) holds.
Proof. Note that if k < k′ and m ≥ 1, n ≥ 0, then
E(Xsk1sm2 Xsk′1 sn2
) = 0.(5.67)
Therefore, for any k, ℓ ∈ N, if ℓ ≥ 1, then we have
Cov(Yk, Yk+ℓ) = a0
∑
n∈N
anE(Xsk1Xsk+ℓ1 sn2
) = a0
∑
n∈N
anϕ̂(n + ℓ).(5.68)
By (1.13) and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for ℓ ≥ 1, we have
|Cov(Yk, Yk+ℓ)| ≤ |a0|
(∑
n∈N
|an|2
)1/2(∑
n∈N
q−(n+ℓ)ϕ̂(0)2
)1/2
=
q−ℓ/2ϕ̂(0)|a0|√
1− q−1
(∑
n∈N
|an|2
)1/2
.
(5.69)
This inequality clearly implies (5.61). 
Proof of Proposition 1.12. For any f ∈ H20 (T), write f(eiθ) =
∑∞
n=1 ane
inθ. Then by
(5.68), for any ℓ ≥ 1, we have
Cov(Yk, Yk+ℓ) = a0
∑
n∈N
anϕ̂(n+ ℓ)
= a0
∫
T
(a0 + f(eit))ϕ(e
it)e−iℓt
dt
2π
= |a0|2ϕ̂(ℓ) + a0(fϕ)∧(−ℓ),
(5.70)
where the integral should, strictly speaking, be understood as inner product between two
L2-functions on T; the symbol (fϕ)∧(−ℓ) means the (−ℓ)-th Fourier coefficient of the
function fϕ. The inequalities (1.13) and (5.69) imply that (fϕ)∧(−ℓ) has an exponential
decay for ℓ→ +∞ and thus we obtain a real-analytic function on T:
Hϕ(f)(e
iθ) = R−(fϕ)(eiθ) =
∑
ℓ≤0
(fϕ)∧(ℓ)eiℓθ.
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The equality (5.66) implies
Cov(Yk, Yk) =
∫
T
|a0 + f(eit)|2ϕ(eit) dt
2π
.(5.71)
By substituting (5.70) and (5.71) into (5.62), we obtain that for any θ ∈ T,
(5.72) 0 ≤
∫
T
|a0 + f(eit)|2ϕ(eit) dt
2π
+ 2ℜ
[∑
ℓ≥1
(
|a0|2ϕ̂(ℓ) + a0(fϕ)∧(−ℓ)
)
eiℓθ
]
=
= |a0|2ϕ̂(0) + 2ℜ
(
a0 · (fϕ)∧(0)
)
+
∫
T
|f(eit)|2ϕ(eit) dt
2π
+
+ |a0|2(ϕ(eiθ)− ϕ̂(0)) + 2ℜ
[
a0R
0
−(fϕ)(e
iθ)
]
=
= |a0|2ϕ(eiθ) +
∫
T
|f(eit)|2ϕ(eit) dt
2π
+ 2ℜ
[
a0R−(fϕ)(eiθ)
]
,
where R0− : L
2(T) −→ L2(T)⊖H2(T) denotes the orthogonal projection onto the subspace
L2(T) ⊖ H2(T). Note that we can choose independently a0 and f . Replacing a0 by a
suitable a0e
itθ (where tθ ∈ T can depend on θ) in (5.72), we obtain that
2|a0||R−(fϕ)(eiθ)| ≤ |a0|2ϕ(eiθ) +
∫
T
|f(eit)|2ϕ(eit) dt
2π
.
Now since a0 is arbitrary and independent of f , for any f ∈ H20 (T), we have
|Hϕ(f)(eiθ)| = |R−(fϕ)(eiθ)| ≤
√
ϕ(eiθ) ·
(∫
T
|f(eit)|2ϕ(eit) dt
2π
)1/2
, ∀θ ∈ T.
This completes the proof of Proposition 1.12. 
5.3. Proof of Proposition 1.13. Fix an integer N ≥ 1. Take any sequence (an)n∈N such
that
∑
n∈N |an|2 <∞. Recall the definitions (5.60) and (5.63) for Yk and Wk respetively.
Using (5.66), we have
‖Wk‖2L2 = ‖Yk‖2L2 =
∫
T
∣∣∣∑
n∈N
ane
int
∣∣∣2ϕ(eit) dt
2π
.(5.73)
Thus, by Lemma 5.1, the series (5.63) converges in L2-sense if and only if
∑
n∈N |an|2 <∞.
Lemma 5.4. The stochastic process (Wk)k∈N is stationary and the sequence (Cov(W0,Wℓ))ℓ∈N
has an exponential decay as ℓ→ +∞.
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Proof. By (5.67), the covariance between Wk and Wk+ℓ for any ℓ ≥ 1 is computed by
Cov(Wk,Wk+ℓ) =
N−1∑
n=0
N−1∑
n′=0
anan′E
(
XskN+n1 XskN+ℓN+n
′
1
)
+
N−1∑
n=0
∞∑
n′=N
anan′E
(
XskN+n1
X
skN+ℓN+N−11 s
n′−N+1
2
)
=
N−1∑
n=0
N−1∑
n′=0
anan′ϕ̂(ℓN + n
′ − n) +
N−1∑
n=0
∞∑
n′=N
anan′ϕ̂(ℓN + n
′ − n)
=
N−1∑
n=0
∞∑
n′=0
anan′ϕ̂(ℓN + n
′ − n).
(5.74)
The equalities (5.73) and (5.74) together imply that (Wk)k∈N is stationary.
By (1.13), for ℓ ≥ 1, we have
|Cov(Wk,Wk+ℓ)| ≤
(N−1∑
n=0
|an|
)(∑
n′∈N
|a′n|2
)1/2 q−(ℓ−1)N/2√
1− q−1 ϕ̂(0)
1/2.
Thus the sequence (Cov(W0,Wℓ))ℓ∈N has an exponential decay as ℓ→ +∞. 
Proof of Proposition 1.13. Lemma 5.4 and Herglotz-Bochner Theorem for positive defi-
nite functions on N imply that
Cov(W0,W0) + 2ℜ
(∑
ℓ≥1
Cov(W0,Wℓ)e
iℓθ
)
≥ 0, ∀θ ∈ T.(5.75)
Define two functions on T by
A0(e
iθ) :=
N−1∑
n=0
ane
inθ, F (eiθ) :=
∞∑
n=N
ane
inθ.
The equalities (5.73) and (5.74) imply that
Cov(W0,W0) =
∫
T
∣∣∣A0(eit) + F (eit)|2ϕ(eit) dt
2π
;
Cov(W0,Wℓ) =
∫
T
A0(e
it)
[
A0(eit) + F (eit)
]
ϕ(eit)e−iℓNt
dt
2π
.
Then using (5.75) and by a similar computation as in (5.72) and recalling (1.22) and
(1.23), we obtain
0 ≤ EN
[|A0|2ϕ](eiθ) + ∫
T
|F (eit)|2ϕ(eit) dt
2π
+ 2ℜ
( ∞∑
ℓ=0
(
A0Fϕ
)∧
(−ℓN)e−iℓθ
)
=
= EN
[|A0|2ϕ](eiθ) + ∫
T
|F (eit)|2ϕ(eit) dt
2π
+ 2ℜ
(
EN
[
R−(A0Fϕ)
]
(eiθ)
)
.
Replacing A0(e
iθ) by a suitable A0(e
iθ)λeitθ with λ ≥ 0, tθ ∈ T, we obtain
2λ
∣∣∣EN[R−(A0Fϕ)](eiθ)∣∣∣ ≤ λ2EN[|A0|2ϕ](eiθ) + ∫
T
|F (eit)|2ϕ(eit) dt
2π
, ∀θ ∈ T.
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By optimizing the above inequality, we obtain
∣∣∣EN[R−(A0Fϕ)](eiθ)∣∣∣ ≤ (EN[|A0|2ϕ](eiθ))1/2(∫
T
|F (eit)|2ϕ(eit) dt
2π
)1/2
, ∀θ ∈ T.
(5.76)
Finally, let f ∈ H20 (T) and let B0 be an analytic trigonometric polynomial of degree at
most N − 1, then by substituting F (eit) = ei(N−1)t · f(eit) and A0(eit) = ei(N−1)t · B0(eit)
into the inequality (5.76), we obtain∣∣∣EN[R−(B0fϕ)](eiθ)∣∣∣ ≤ (EN[|B0|2ϕ](eiθ))1/2(∫
T
|f(eit)|2ϕ(eit) dt
2π
)1/2
, ∀θ ∈ T.
This completes the proof of the inequality (1.24). 
5.4. Proof of Proposition 1.14. Recall the definition (5.65) for (Uk)k∈N. By assump-
tion, the function ϕ : T→ R+ is 3-HP, by Theorem 1.9, there exists a positive measure µ
on T such that ϕ = P1/
√
3 ∗ µ. Set φ := P√2/3 ∗ µ, thus ϕ = P1/√2 ∗ φ. We have
φ̂(n) = 2|n|/2ϕ̂(n), n ∈ Z.
Using the equality (2.32), for any k ∈ N, we have
Cov(Uk, Uk) =
∫
T
∣∣∑
n∈N
ane
int
∣∣2φ(eit) dt
2π
.(5.77)
By Lemma 5.1 (applied to the non-identical-zero function φ) and (5.77), the series (5.65)
converges in L2-sense if and only if
∑
n∈N |an|2 <∞.
Set f ∈ H20(T) by
f(eit) =
∞∑
n=1
ane
int.
Recall our identification of F+2 as a sub-free-semigroup of F
+
3 given in (5.64). Note that for
k < k′ and any σ, σ′ ∈ F+2 ⊂ F+3 such that σ 6= e, we have E(Xsk1σXsk′1 σ′) = 0. Therefore,
for any k, ℓ ∈ N with ℓ ≥ 1, we have
Cov(Uk, Uk+ℓ) = a0
∑
n∈N
an
1
2n/2
∑
σ∈F+2
|σ|=n
E(Xsk1Xsk+ℓ1 σ
) = a0
∑
n∈N
an2
n/2ϕ̂(n+ ℓ)
=
a0
2ℓ/2
∑
n∈N
anφ̂(n+ ℓ) =
|a0|2
2ℓ/2
φ̂(ℓ) +
a0
2ℓ/2
(fφ)∧(−ℓ).
(5.78)
The equalities (5.78) and (5.77) imply that (Uk)k∈N is stationary. And the equality
(5.78), together with the fact φ = P√
2/3
∗ µ, implies that
|Cov(Uk, Uk+ℓ)| ≤ 3−ℓ/2
√
3/2|a0|
(∑
n∈N
|an|2
)1/2
φ̂(0).
Therefore, we have
Cov(U0, U0) + 2ℜ
(∑
ℓ≥1
Cov(U0, Uℓ)e
iℓθ
)
≥ 0, ∀θ ∈ T.(5.79)
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Using similar argument as in the proofs of Propositions (1.12) and (1.13), combining
(5.77), (5.78) and (5.79) and the fact that φ̂(0) = ϕ̂(0), we obtain
0 ≤ |a0|2ϕ(eiθ) +
∫
T
|f(eit)|2φ(eit) dt
2π
+ 2ℜ
(
a0
[
P1/
√
2 ∗R−(fφ)
]
(eiθ)
)
.
Again using the same arguments as in the proofs of Propositions 1.12 and 1.13, we derive
from the above inequality the following inequality∣∣∣[P1/√2 ∗Hφ(f)](eiθ)∣∣∣ ≤√(P1/√2 ∗ φ)(eiθ)(∫
T
|f(eit)|2φ(eit) dt
2π
)1/2
.
This completes the whole proof of Proposition 1.14.
6. More general Hankel inequalities
Lemma 6.1. Given any 0 ≤ r < 1 and any t ∈ T. Then for any f ∈ H2(T) and any
θ ∈ T, we have∣∣∣∣∣R−(fPreit)(eiθ)√Preit(eiθ)
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣R+(f¯Preit)(eiθ)√Preit(eiθ)
∣∣∣∣∣ = 1√1− r2
∣∣∣∣∫
T
f(eiα)Preit(e
iα)
dα
2π
∣∣∣∣ .
Proof. Fix 0 ≤ r < 1 and t ∈ T. Write f(eiθ) =∑n∈N aneinθ ∈ H2(T), we have
R−(fPreit)(e
iθ) = R−
[∑
n∈N
ane
inθ
∑
m∈Z
r|m|e−imteimθ
]
=
∑
n∈N
an
−n∑
m=−∞
r|m|e−imtei(m+n)θ =
∑
n∈N
ane
inθ
∞∑
k=n
rkeikte−ikθ =
∑
n∈N anr
neint
1− reik(t−θ) .
Therefore, by recalling (1.5), we obtain∣∣∣∣∣R−(fPreit)(eiθ)√Preit(eiθ)
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∑n∈N anrneint√1− r2
∣∣∣∣ .(6.80)
Then by noting the equality∫
T
f(eiα)Preit(e
iα)
dα
2π
=
∑
n∈N
anr
neint,
we complete the proof for the desired equality concerning R−. The same computation
shows that the same is true for R+. 
Remark 6.1. The identity (6.80) implies that for any 0 ≤ r < 1 and any t ∈ T, any
f ∈ H20 (T) and any θ ∈ T, we have∣∣∣∣∣R−(fPreit)(eiθ)√Preit(eiθ)
∣∣∣∣∣ = r√1− r2
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
n=1
anr
n−1ei(n−1)t
∣∣∣∣∣ = r√1− r2
∣∣∣∣∫
T
e−iαf(eiα)Preit(e
iα)
dα
2π
∣∣∣∣ .
Now we can prove Proposition 1.15.
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Proof of Proposition 1.15. By Remark 6.1, for any 0 ≤ r < 1, any t, θ ∈ T, any f ∈ H20 (T)
and then any λ > 0, we have
∣∣[R−(fPreit)](eiθ)∣∣ ≤ r√
1− r2
√
Preit(eiθ)
(∫
T
|f(eiα)|2Preit(eiα)dα
2π
)1/2
≤ r√
1− r2
[
λ
2
Preit(e
iθ) +
1
2λ
∫
T
|f(eiα)|2Preit(eiα)dα
2π
]
.
The above inequality implies that for any positive Radon measure µ on T, if we set
ϕ = Pr ∗ µ =
∫
T
Preitdµ(t), then
∣∣[R−(fϕ)](eiθ)∣∣ ≤ r√
1− r2
[
λ
2
ϕ(eiθ) +
1
2λ
∫
T
|f(eiα)|2ϕ(eiα)dα
2π
]
.
Then by optimizing the above inequality on λ > 0, we obtain∣∣[R−(fϕ)](eiθ)∣∣ ≤ r√
1− r2
√
ϕ(eiθ)‖f‖L2(T;ϕ).
This completes the proof of the inequality (1.26). Finally, the optimality of the constant
r/
√
1− r2 follows by taking ϕ = Pr and f(eiα) = eiα. 
Proof of Proposition 1.16. Let PH2 denote the set of analytic trigonometric polynormials
f such that ‖f‖H2 ≤ 1. Clearly PH2 is dense in the unit ball of H2(T). We have
sup
f∈P
H2
‖Hϕ(f)‖L∞(T) = sup∑
n∈N |an|2≤1
sup
θ∈T
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
n=0
ane
inθ
∑
m:m+n≤0
ϕ̂(m)eimθ
∣∣∣∣∣
= sup
θ∈T
 ∞∑
n=0
∣∣∣∣∣
−n∑
m=−∞
ϕ̂(m)eimθ
∣∣∣∣∣
2
1/2 .
(6.81)
Clearly, if all Fourier coefficients of R−(ϕ) are positive, then we have
‖Hϕ‖B(H2,L∞) = sup
f∈P
H2
‖Hϕ(f)‖L∞(T) =
 ∞∑
n=0
( −n∑
m=−∞
ϕ̂(m)
)21/2 .
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
For proving Proposition 1.17, we need the following
Lemma 6.2. Assume that (an)ℓ≥0 is a sequence in C with
∑
n∈N |an|2 ≤ 1. Then
0∑
n=−∞
1
1 + n2
( 0∑
k=n
|ak−n|
)2
<∞.
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Proof. There exits a constant C > 0, such that
∑∞
N (1 +m
2)−1 ≤ CN−1 for any integer
N ≥ 1. Therefore,
0∑
n=−∞
1
1 + n2
( 0∑
k=n
|ak−n|
)2
=
∞∑
m=0
1
1 +m2
m∑
ℓ,ℓ′=0
|aℓ||aℓ′|
=
∞∑
ℓ,ℓ′=0
|aℓ||aℓ′|
∞∑
m=max(ℓ,ℓ′)
1
1 +m2
≤ C
∞∑
ℓ,ℓ′=0
|aℓ||aℓ′|
max(ℓ, ℓ′)
.
By Hardy-Littlewood-Po´lya inequality (1.28), we complete the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 1.17. Assume first that Hϕ : H
2(T) −→ L∞(T) is a bounded opera-
tor. Then the equality (6.81) implies that
∞ >
∫
T
∞∑
n=0
∣∣∣∣∣
−n∑
m=−∞
ϕ̂(m)eimθ
∣∣∣∣∣
2
dθ
2π
=
∞∑
n=0
−n∑
m=−∞
|ϕ̂(m)|2 =
=
0∑
m=−∞
|ϕ̂(m)|2
−m∑
n=0
1 =
0∑
m=−∞
(1 + |m|)|ϕ̂(m)|2 ≥
0∑
m=−∞
(1 +m2)1/2|ϕ̂(m)|2.
This implies that R−(ϕ) ∈ H 12 (T).
Conversely, assume now that ϕ is a symbol such that R−(ϕ) ∈ H1(T). That is,
0∑
m=−∞
(1 +m2)|ϕ̂(m)|2 <∞.
Therefore, by (1.20), for any trigomometric analytic polynomial f(eiθ) =
∑
n∈N ane
inθ
such that ‖f‖2H2 =
∑
n∈N |an|2 ≤ 1, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 6.2, we
have,
‖Hϕ(f)‖A1(T) =
0∑
k=−∞
k∑
n=−∞
|ϕ̂(n)ak−n| =
0∑
n=−∞
|ϕ̂(n)|
0∑
k=n
|ak−n|
≤
( 0∑
n=−∞
|ϕ̂(n)|2(1 + n2)
)1/2
·
( 0∑
n=−∞
1
1 + n2
( 0∑
k=n
|ak−n|
)2)1/2
<∞.
Thus Hϕ defines a bounded operator from H
2(T) to A1(T). 
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